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From Sarah Palin to Mark Ronson, eyewear is making a new spectacle of itself. By Lucie 
Greene 
 
In the past few weeks an unlikely style icon has emerged in the shape of Sarah Palin. Forget 
Michelle Obama's chic Maria Pinto ensembles, Palin's trademark rimless frames have sent 
ripples across spectacle-wearing America, and have seen sales of the glasses (by Japanese 
designer Kazuo Kawasaki) soar. 
 
For Palin it seems - if not in sync with liberal thinkers, evolutionists, or pro-choice fans - is 
firmly on-trend when it comes to fashion. Eyewear is having a renaissance, with new 
innovative shapes and designer ranges being launched left, right and centre. The spring 2009 
collections have featured more eyewear than ever, with directional designs from futuristic 
styles at Marni to 1930s-style rounded frames at Ralph Lauren, new shapes - as sported at 
Graeme Black with new pieces by Cutler and Gross - or just-plain-sexy examples at the Gucci 
shows. 
 
Prescription lenses it appears, are undergoing an image update. Men in this case, in particular, 
have embraced "geek chic". Here, horn-rimmed, 1950s-style pieces have become the height of 
sophistication. Kanye West was picked up everywhere in New York fashion week for his sharp 
tweed suit, capped by tortoiseshell Patrick Bateman-inspired rims, while DJ-of-the-moment 
Mark Ronson was seen at London fashion parties sporting similarly Michael Caine-style dark-
rimmed glasses. 
 
Fashion eyewear is booming. In August, eye care company VSP acquired Marchon Eyewear Inc 
for $735m. Fashion houses everywhere from Tom Ford to John Galliano, and most recently 
Tods, have signed deals to introduce the category. Smaller designers are increasingly joining 
the crowd too. London eyewear company Linda Farrow has recently launched Linda Farrow 
Projects, a series of collaborations with independent and young designers such as Giles 
Deacon, David David, Danielle Scutt, Peter Pilotto, Todd Lynn, Jens Laugesen, Damir Doma 
and Tim Hamilton to create innovative designs. 
 
Where women previously dominated the fashion eyewear category, men are now buying into it 
heavily. "Men are becoming much braver with glasses and sunglasses, they are looking at 
eyewear as accessories rather than simply practical purchases," says Gary Edgely, men's 
buyer at Selfridges. 
 



Children have also become a new consumer group. London company Oliver Goldsmith 
launched children's luxury sunglasses and prescription lenses this year, and Cutler and Gross is 
launching a children's line for spring 2009. 
 
Retro brands - inspired by the runaway success of Ray-Ban's relaunch - have become hot 
territory for investment and revamps with reproductions of iconic styles. Persol, owned by 
Italy's Luxottica Group, is being rejuvenated with two new collections and Carrera, the 
Australian company made famous by Steve McQueen, is being relaunched by Safilo this year. 
Meanwhile, the boom for retro-reissues, among fashion snobs, has also fuelled the market for 
vintage originals, whether it is Persols (currently the most sought-after brand at Cutler and 
Gross's London vintage boutique), Christian Dior, or classic. Porsches. "We've always had a 
customer for this type of product, but now we're seeing much younger customers, coming to 
buy vintage frames and heavy NHS-style pieces," says Paul Craig, manager at Cutler and 
Gross vintage. "Genuine tortoiseshell is very rare, and has become popular. We sell them for 
£3,000 and sold three pairs very recently."  
 
"I can't keep vintage eyewear on the shop floor," echoes Tommy Fazio, men's wear director at 
Bergdorf Goodman. "And that's at all price levels. The 1940s and 50s horn-rimmed style is re-
surging as a style." 
 
At the luxury end of the spectrum, brands are working overtime to add even more luxurious 
touches. Linda Farrow introduced Linda Farrow Luxe this year, a range that includes diamond, 
gold and silver decorations and fittings, which the brand says has outsold projections. Cutler 
and Gross for next spring, meanwhile, have teamed with high-tech lens-maker Carl Zeiss Inc 
to create lenses for all its new sunglasses and opticals. As a result, lenses are scratch resistant 
thanks to a clear Teflon coating. 
 
Oliver Goldsmith has also collaborated with London company Hoffman, specialists in horn and 
wood, to create a limited edition collection for autumn. Meanwhile, the environment in which 
eyewear is sold has also been upgraded to chic boutique settings for both optics and sun-wear. 
Boutiques offering niche labels such as Oliver Peoples and Porsche have emerged, while larger 
retailers are also creating more sophisticated departments. 
 
Bergdorf Goodman recently announced the launch of a dedicated accessories department that 
will include an eyewear section. Similarly, Selfridges' luxury concept store The Wonder Room, 
now has an entire 18-metre wall devoted to luxury eyewear. The words 'watch this space' have 
never been more apt. 
 
Fonte: Financial Times, London, October 11 e 12 2008, Life & Arts, p. 8. 


